Your Opinion Counts!

HOW BEST TO COMMUNICATE WITH POLITICIANS?
What method of “Communication” would be best understood
by Federal, State, County, and City or Local Legislators,
and other Public Elected and Bureaucratic Officials?
1. [ ] Call them on the phone, and ask them to introduce, or to vote for or against, a Bill, etc.; or
ask them to do, or not do, This or That?
[ ] Keep notes of what you and they said about it, for later use.
2. [ ] Write letters to them, asking them to introduce, or to vote for or against, a Bill, etc.; or ask
them to do, or not do, This or That?
[ ] Keep copies of what was sent and received, for later use.
3. [ ] Walk up to them on the street, tell them of your desires and/or objections; if they refuse to
do it, or refuse to agree, hit them in the face with brass knuckles until they are unconscious, and
then walk away (maybe in a moderate haste)?
[ ] Before telling them why [ ] After telling them why. [ ] Don’t tell them.
4. [ ] Accomplish #3, but crack their skull open with a baseball bat, then ‘git?
[ ] Before telling them why [ ] After telling them why [ ] Don’t tell them
5. [ ] Fire Bomb their District Offices as a warning; if they go ahead with their plans anyway, do
the same to their private homes and businesses?
[ ] Take before-&-after photographs, and send them pics as a reminder.
6. [ ] Park a Tim McVeigh style truck bomb next to their Offices and detonate it? (Leave the
truck before doing this; otherwise, send us a good-bye post card first).
[ ] Take before-&-after photographs, and send them pics as a reminder.
(Assuming you left the truck before doing it, of course).
7. [ ] Set off a fire alarm in Gov’t Bldgs, and (with minimal sympathy for the suffering),
machine gun them to death as the political reprobates evacuate?
[ ] Warn them first (Rather dumb, right?) [ ] Don’t warn them. (Better?).
8. [ ] Tell them you will not vote for them in the next election, and that you will encourage others
to do the same (and maybe suggesting #1 through #7, as well)?
[ ] And advise them to move to another district, real soon. (You’re not moving, right?)
(Hey! Its only a game — for now. But great practice — for the future)

